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As a student of philosophy, I took interest in it.
History was also a favorite study. I was an A student
in English. I liked to read and write. Creative writing
was fun to do. Over the years, as I traveled and
worked on ships and construction sites, I developed
my manhood, you might say. I matured around men
who talked filthy, played the dozen, and told a lot of
jokes. Of course, I was influenced by some of this. I
picked up on a lot of jokes and old sayings, mostly
from older men. Throughout the years, I had
remembered quite a few. My friends used to call me
a philosopher. I had a saying for everything. Over
the years, I realized everyone had picked up their
share of sayings as well. I started writing them down
because they were so many I couldnt remember
them. Then I realized the wisdom in them and came
up with the idea to put them in a book form for
reference. I felt that some could read this book and
be educated by all the wisdom. Where else could
you find a collection of so many sayings that will
leave you with curiosity, laughter, and wisdom?
Based on a Navy SEAL's inspiring graduation
speech, this #1 New York Times bestseller of
powerful life lessons "should be read by every leader
in America" (Wall Street Journal). If you want to
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change the world, start off by making your bed. On
May 17, 2014, Admiral William H. McRaven
addressed the graduating class of the University of
Texas at Austin on their Commencement day.
Taking inspiration from the university's slogan, "What
starts here changes the world," he shared the ten
principles he learned during Navy Seal training that
helped him overcome challenges not only in his
training and long Naval career, but also throughout
his life; and he explained how anyone can use these
basic lessons to change themselves-and the worldfor the better. Admiral McRaven's original speech
went viral with over 10 million views. Building on the
core tenets laid out in his speech, McRaven now
recounts tales from his own life and from those of
people he encountered during his military service
who dealt with hardship and made tough decisions
with determination, compassion, honor, and
courage. Told with great humility and optimism, this
timeless book provides simple wisdom, practical
advice, and words of encouragement that will inspire
readers to achieve more, even in life's darkest
moments. "Powerful." --USA Today "Full of
captivating personal anecdotes from inside the
national security vault." --Washington Post "Superb,
smart, and succinct." --Forbes
A saying is any concisely written or spoken
communication that is especially remarkable
because of its meaning or style. These Sayings are
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written under the category of Aphorism: a general,
observational truth; "a concise expression of wisdom
or truth.
This book is the second in this series. It is meant to
guide the reader in ways often missed by wellmeaning friends, family & colleagues. In an attempt
to list the quotes alphabetically, realize that some
are different but similar, but the meaning remains the
same, regardless of subject. Every attempt was
made to have no duplicates from Volume I. Credit is
given when known.
Funny quotes broken out into 16 categories ranging
from relationships to Health and Fitness. Things you
want to say but probably should keep to yourself.
This is the third book in a continuing series. These
books are for those wishing to expand their
knowledge base. There are two sides to every
coin...this book offers alternative viewpoints. Credit
is given to the originator when known.
8,789 Words Of Wisdom is brimming with great
advice, maxims, sayings and saws, proverbs,
precepts and truths-8,789 of them, to be exact. Turn
to any spot in the book and there is the secret to
living a happier, healthier, saner, more productive
life. Learn to unlearn. Appreciate the questions as
much as the answers. Stretch beyond what is
comfortable. There are folksy expressions polished
smooth over time: If you think you can, you can.
Experience is the best teacher. Quotes: Those who
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know don't speak, those who speak don't know (Laotzu). Even if you're on the right track, you'll get run
over if you just sit there (Will Rogers). Unexpected
turns: Listen with your eyes. Good judgment comes
from experience and experience comes from bad
judgment. Taken together it's the ultimate source of
self-improvement.
Words of Wisdom Live ForeverWise people have, for
thousands of years, been able to say wise things using
the minimum of words. We look at the aphorisms they
left behind, and wish that we were as wise.This book will
see if you can guess some of the most pithy, witty
sayings of all time, given only half of the letters in each
quote, and their relative placement. As you keep solving
each clue, you will see that reconstructing a few words in
each quote helps you get closer to guessing the entire
sentence. Have fun, and may you leave behind sayings
just as witty as these, one day!Your daily dose of
inspiration and motivationThe quotes in this book are
both witty and thought-provoking. Once you have
uncovered all their secrets, you will be ready to go and
conquer the world! Think of it like a dose of hot, strong
coffee - but for your mind instead of for your body.If
you're stuck at home or on a long commute, this is idealIf
you want to take your mind off tedium, a book of word
puzzles is the best way to go!A unique book of
puzzlesMany motivational books lay out their content in
front of you, and ask you to go through a lot of well
meaning, inspiring words and quotes. At the end of that,
you feel virtuous and determined, but it doesn't always
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last, because you haven't had to work to discover the
source of the wisdom, and you haven't put in the time to
reflect on the lessons learned from those wise
words.This book is different. Yes, it is packed to the brim
with clever sayings and witty words, but you aren't given
those up front. Instead, you have to use your word
gaming skill to guess what each quote could be, and this
delayed gratification will help you take those words to
heart, and to remember them longer than you otherwise
might have. As you while away idle hours, you're also
filling up your motivation gas tank!Quotes that will
change your lifeThe sayings in this book are chosen from
among the most witty and thoughtful quotations of all
time. You will find quotes for leaders, quotes about living,
quotes about women, quotes about men, quotes about
animals...the list goes on. Whether you want to use this
as a puzzle book and actually try guessing each quote,
or just want to read through the answers (the completed
quotations) and marvel at the ability of philosophers of
the past and of the modern day to say complicated
things in a single sentence, this book has something for
you!Puzzles and games for adults and childrenIf you do
want to exercise your grey cells, this book will give you
plenty of opportunities. Any given clue can be solved at
different levels: you might already know the quote on
which that particular clue is based, in which case the
solution is trivial. You might not know the quote, but you
can use your vocabulary to figure out each individual
word from the fragments that are given to you, and
thereby complete the quote piece by piece. Finally, you
might just use pattern recognition skills to solve a couple
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of words in the entire sentence, and then complete it
based on what your brain thinks the quotation should
be.Difficult riddles and graded difficultyIn general, within
a given chapter, the difficulty of the clues you have to
solve increases gently from the first to the last clue. Also,
over the entire book, the clues get a little shorter (shorter
sentences are harder to decipher), and the words get a
little harder to guess. If you make it all the way to the
end, you are a genius.
quotes, sayings and words of wisdom about the rules of
life
Proverbs are ForeverWisdom is handed down from
generation to generation across the world. A lot of this
wisdom is in oral form, and uses a lot of words. Proverbs
are instances of wisdom concentrated into its most
powerful form: because it is most impressive when you
use very few words to convey a deep and profound
meaning.Over time, wise women, mystic shamans,
scientists, artists, philosophers, and leaders of people
have come up with proverbs that have stood the test of
time. Aphorisms are today created by the bulk
aggregating power of social media, and the collaborative
web ensures that the power of sharing and creation of
text posts leads to viral content and propagates proverbs
in the form of memes quicker than ever before in history.
We live in exciting times!Knowing a large number of
proverbs is useful in many real life situations. For
example, if you are giving a speech, sprinkling well
chosen proverbs throughout your talk is a good way to
appear smart without putting in too much effort on your
own. The same is true of formal writing; it is like
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borrowing wisdom from a public source. In addition,
using and knowing proverbs leads to benefits in your
own life: you will see that you become less wordy and
more pithy in your thought process and expression.This
book provides a large number of puzzles that will guide
you towards some of the greatest proverbs, sayings, and
short quotes of all time.You will exercise your brain in
this quest for wisdom.Have fun!
Lusiartha is at war. The Sovereign moves his Regiment
in full force against the Siarthens, targeting Rilan and his
fellow kolchae. Supplies in the underground base
dwindle, spirits are low, and tensions grow between
Rilan and Noril. When one of the kolchae is captured
during a desperate Setu supply raid, Rilan must choose
between his responsibilities as the rebel leader, and his
loyalty to his friends. The fate of a nation hangs in the
balance, but is Rilan strong enough to sacrifice his
friends to save Lusiartha?
Beautiful 375 page journal with inspirational quotes to
record those special moments. This guidance journal has
no dates so can be used anytime throughout a lifetime. It
has 375 unlined pages each with an inspirational quote
or famous saying which will encourage the author to turn
to it often. The quotes are a mix of ancient and modern.
It will make a life lasting gift for your loved one's or even
yourself. Putting your thoughts and memories down on
paper will become a treasure house not just for the writer
but for all who can then read it in years to come. Maybe
it will just be a bucket list of things to do or it could
become a "Go To" of ideas for a budding musician or
playwright. It could be a mix of anything and the quotes
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are sure to help and inspire. Writing down our successes
and achievements encourages positivity and fosters
personal growth. Perfect for the chef in your family to
save those wonderful recipe ideas.
The sequel to a lifetime of collected quotes, sayings,
philosophies, viewpoints & thoughts. This is the fourth
book in a series formerly titled Wise Quotes of Wisdom,
now rebranded as Wise World of Wisdom.
Wisdom Sayings For Our Troubling Times provides
astounding answers of quotations carefully selected for
those of us who sometimes go through unbalanced
spiritual moments we sometimes have to endure.
This collection of sayings did not come overnight, or in
one year. I began to write them down when I noticed that
I wasn’t that smart to conceive such thoughts that were
coming to me. Also, some of them, infact majority of
them were received, some in advance of a situation,
some of them in consideration of an event that had
happened. Overall, the Spirit of God who is the Spirit of
wisdom who lives in us releases truth, wisdom and
words of faith as He sees fit, and when we receive them
by faith and act upon what He says, that’s miracle
Famous Quotations Live ForeverWise people have, for
thousands of years, been able to say wise things using
the minimum of words. We look at the aphorisms they
left behind, and wish that we were as wise.This book will
see if you can guess some of the most pithy, witty
sayings of all time, given only half of the letters in each
quote, and their relative placement. As you keep solving
each clue, you will see that reconstructing a few words in
each quote helps you get closer to guessing the entire
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sentence. Have fun, and may you leave behind sayings
just as witty as these, one day!Your daily dose of
inspiration and motivationThe quotes in this book are
both witty and thought-provoking. Once you have
uncovered all their secrets, you will be ready to go and
conquer the world! Think of it like a dose of hot, strong
coffee - but for your mind instead of for your body.If
you're stuck at home or on a long commute, this is idealIf
you want to take your mind off tedium, a book of word
puzzles is the best way to go!A unique book of
puzzlesMany motivational books lay out their content in
front of you, and ask you to go through a lot of well
meaning, inspiring words and quotes. At the end of that,
you feel virtuous and determined, but it doesn't always
last, because you haven't had to work to discover the
source of the wisdom, and you haven't put in the time to
reflect on the lessons learned from those wise
words.This book is different. Yes, it is packed to the brim
with clever sayings and witty words, but you aren't given
those up front. Instead, you have to use your word
gaming skill to guess what each quote could be, and this
delayed gratification will help you take those words to
heart, and to remember them longer than you otherwise
might have. As you while away idle hours, you're also
filling up your motivation gas tank!Quotes that will
change your lifeThe sayings in this book are chosen from
among the most witty and thoughtful quotations of all
time. You will find quotes for leaders, quotes about living,
quotes about women, quotes about men, quotes about
animals...the list goes on. Whether you want to use this
as a puzzle book and actually try guessing each quote,
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or just want to read through the answers (the completed
quotations) and marvel at the ability of philosophers of
the past and of the modern day to say complicated
things in a single sentence, this book has something for
you!Puzzles and games for adults and childrenIf you do
want to exercise your grey cells, this book will give you
plenty of opportunities. Any given clue can be solved at
different levels: you might already know the quote on
which that particular clue is based, in which case the
solution is trivial. You might not know the quote, but you
can use your vocabulary to figure out each individual
word from the fragments that are given to you, and
thereby complete the quote piece by piece. Finally, you
might just use pattern recognition skills to solve a couple
of words in the entire sentence, and then complete it
based on what your brain thinks the quotation should
be.Difficult riddles and graded difficultyIn general, within
a given chapter, the difficulty of the clues you have to
solve increases gently from the first to the last clue. Also,
over the entire book, the clues get a little shorter (shorter
sentences are harder to decipher), and the words get a
little harder to guess. If you make it all the way to the
end, you are a genius.
The wisdom of the universe resides in the aged. Every
day, when an old person dies, that information is gone
forever. The most accurate, modern database of that
knowledge lies within these pages. The sources are
many. Over time society's values change; morals erode
thru the aeons, only to be replaced with ethics more
applicable to the struggles of today's modern humans.
The words contained herein are meant to guide the
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reader to a destination befitting the unique individual, not
to appease the masses; how to look inwards for
answers, not outwards. Create a personal path only you
can walk.
What is the secret of happiness? What is the nature of
love? What makes us good hosts or good guests? What
traits should we seek out in friends and seek to embody
as friends ourselves? How should we approach the
sensual beauties of this world- when do they induce us
to error and when are they signs of God? The poets and
bards of many traditions have long sought answers to
such questions, but perhaps no culture has taken up this
challenge with more passionate urgency than that of
Persia, from the ninth century AD to modern-day Iran.
These eleven centuries of poetic tradition include poets
who have become well-known in the West, such as
'Umar Khayyam, Rumi, and Hafiz, as well as many
others whom Westerners have yet to discover. In Iran
these poems remain part of everyday popular culture,
with people of all classes and levels of education able to
recite them from memory, even if they may not always
be sure who the poets were, where they came from, or
what precisely was the spiritual intent behind the verse.
In Persian Words of Wisdom, the US-based Iranian
scholar Bahman Solati has compiled hundreds of
examples reflecting his country's religious and spiritual
traditions, especially the Shia branch of Islam and
Islamic Sufism, but also the Zoroastrian faith. This
bilingual edition with his own English translations further
illuminates the sometimes enigmatic poems with parallel
Western proverbs, as well as comparison quotations
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from Christian, Jewish, and Buddhist scripture and
secular sources ranging from Mark Twain to Dale
Carnegie. One of Solati's goals in this anthology is to
build a cultural bridge through poetry between the West
and Iran, making these treasures of Persian culture more
available both to Westerners generally and, most
specifically, to young people of Iranian descent who have
grown up in the English-speaking world, perhaps without
fully understanding the wealth of their heritage. For them
and all readers, this will be a book of discovery.
Sayings from Native Americans. Quotations from their
earliest contact with Europeans to contemporary tribal
persons.
'Of ways you may speak, but not the Perennial Way; By
names you may name, but not the Perennial Name.' The
best-loved of all the classical books of China and the
most universally popular, the Daodejing or Classic of the
Way and Life-Force is a work that defies definition. It
encapsulates the main tenets of Daoism, and upholds a
way of being as well as a philosophy and a religion. The
dominant image is of the Way, the mysterious path
through the whole cosmos modelled on the great Silver
River or Milky Way that traverses the heavens. A lifegiving stream, the Way gives rise to all things and holds
them in her motherly embrace. It enables the individual,
and society as a whole, to harmonize the disparate
demands of daily life and achieve a more profound level
of understanding. This new translation draws on the
latest archaeological finds and brings out the word play
and poetry of the original. Simple commentary
accompanies the text, and the introduction provides
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further historical and interpretative context. ABOUT THE
SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics
has made available the widest range of literature from
around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects
Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most
accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features,
including expert introductions by leading authorities,
helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies
for further study, and much more.
I don't know about you, but some days-especially these
days-I need a little added inspiration. That little push, that
extra encouragement that I can do it. Today I bring you
Inspirational Quotes from strong women from some fine
literary ladies that will hopefully bring you inspiration and
empowerment."I have chosen to no longer be apologetic
for my femaleness and my femininity. And I want to be
respected in all of my femaleness because I deserve to
be." -Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie"I love to see a young
girl go out and grab the world by the lapels. Life's a bitch.
You've got to go out and kick ass." -Maya
Angelou"Above all, be the heroine of your life, not the
victim." -Nora Ephron"Always aim high, work hard, and
care deeply about what you believe in. And, when you
stumble, keep faith. And, when you're knocked down, get
right back up and never listen to anyone who says you
can't or shouldn't go on." -Hillary Rodham ClintonTags:
Positive quotes, quotes for woman, quotes of wisdom,
uplifting quotes, inspirational quotes, famous quotes
about life, inspirational sayings, encouraging quotes,
inspirational messages, daily inspirational quotes,
motivational sayings, inspirational quotes, great quotes,
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motivational quotes, inspirational quotes about life,
motivational thoughts, inspirational quotes about love,
sad quotes, good quotes, famous quotes, daily quotes,
meaningful quotes, motivational words, cute quotes,
short quotes, best quotes, motivational messages, quote
of the day, quotes happiness, quotes and sayings,
quotes book, quotes life changingwomen empowerment
bookswomen empowerment giftswomen empowerment
books for kidswomen empowerment artself
empowerment books for womenwomen empowerment
decorationswomen empowerment hatsindigenous
american women decolonization, empowerment,
activismwomen empowerment keychainswomen
empowerment long sleevewomen empowerment
mugwomen empowerment notebookwomen
empowerment pinswomen empowerment quoteswomen
empowerment shirtwomen empowerment tshirtswomen
empowerment wall decorzaleski. women's journey to
empowerment in the 21st century
"When reading through Wise Words to Ponder, you will
ponder at the depth of the philosophy, wisdom and humor
Eric Wei has assembled. This is a truly enjoyable book." --Pacific Book Review "This collection offers wisdom stemming
from many different lives, along with humor and courage
gleaned from the best of the past. Overall, this book is a great
gift of wisdom, compassion, and truth for the darkest of times.
Recommended." --- The US Review of Books A short saying
can contain profound wisdom. A good quote often has a play
of words and is short and crisp. More important, it should be
inspirational and rich in wisdom and one which you can draw
upon as you move on in life. If you like quotes, you will also
like the uplifting verses collected in this book. It is hoped that
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this collection will be a useful companion that you can turn to
for solace, encouragement, a change of perspective, or just
for a laugh, or to pick a quote or verse to share with
someone. In Eric Wei's first book, Lessons From Tales, he
compiled short stories and jokes which we can learn
something from. In this second book, he picked the best of
the best quotes and verses savored from various sources.
Eric loves quotes and verses which are rich in meaning. The
sequel, More Wise Words To Ponder, is available
This book contains a list of African proverbs, wise saying and
words of wisdom from around the continent.A proverb is a
simple, concrete, traditional saying that expresses a
perceived truth based on common sense or experience.
Proverbs are often metaphorical and use formulaic language.
Collectively, they form a genre of folklore.Many African
proverbs are strongly tied to the earth and animals, conveying
lessons of life and learning often through daily, seemingly
menial, procedures. An example of a Zimbabwean proverb is
"there is honey but no bees" - describing a situation when you
find something free for the taking and without
consequence.Every culture has its share of wise proverbs or
sayings, usually single sentences, passed down from one
generation to the next. While these sayings may vary from
one language, culture, and country to another, the wisdom
they convey is universal. Africa, in particular, is overflowing
with inspirational sayings, many of which provide a
captivating insight into the rich and vibrant cultures that
crafted them.
Famous Quotations Have Power!Wise people have, for
thousands of years, been able to say wise things using the
minimum of words. We look at the aphorisms they left behind,
and wish that we were as wise.This book will see if you can
guess some of the most pithy, witty sayings of all time, given
only half of the letters in each quote, and their relative
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placement. As you keep solving each clue, you will see that
reconstructing a few words in each quote helps you get closer
to guessing the entire sentence. Have fun, and may you
leave behind sayings just as witty as these, one day!Your
daily dose of inspiration and motivationThe quotes in this
book are both witty and thought-provoking. Once you have
uncovered all their secrets, you will be ready to go and
conquer the world! Think of it like a dose of hot, strong coffee
- but for your mind instead of for your body.If you're stuck at
home or on a long commute, this is idealIf you want to take
your mind off tedium, a book of word puzzles is the best way
to go!A unique book of puzzlesMany motivational books lay
out their content in front of you, and ask you to go through a
lot of well meaning, inspiring words and quotes. At the end of
that, you feel virtuous and determined, but it doesn't always
last, because you haven't had to work to discover the source
of the wisdom, and you haven't put in the time to reflect on
the lessons learned from those wise words.This book is
different. Yes, it is packed to the brim with clever sayings and
witty words, but you aren't given those up front. Instead, you
have to use your word gaming skill to guess what each quote
could be, and this delayed gratification will help you take
those words to heart, and to remember them longer than you
otherwise might have. As you while away idle hours, you're
also filling up your motivation gas tank!Quotes that will
change your lifeThe sayings in this book are chosen from
among the most witty and thoughtful quotations of all time.
You will find quotes for leaders, quotes about living, quotes
about women, quotes about men, quotes about animals...the
list goes on. Whether you want to use this as a puzzle book
and actually try guessing each quote, or just want to read
through the answers (the completed quotations) and marvel
at the ability of philosophers of the past and of the modern
day to say complicated things in a single sentence, this book
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has something for you!Puzzles and games for adults and
childrenIf you do want to exercise your grey cells, this book
will give you plenty of opportunities. Any given clue can be
solved at different levels: you might already know the quote
on which that particular clue is based, in which case the
solution is trivial. You might not know the quote, but you can
use your vocabulary to figure out each individual word from
the fragments that are given to you, and thereby complete the
quote piece by piece. Finally, you might just use pattern
recognition skills to solve a couple of words in the entire
sentence, and then complete it based on what your brain
thinks the quotation should be.Difficult riddles and graded
difficultyIn general, within a given chapter, the difficulty of the
clues you have to solve increases gently from the first to the
last clue. Also, over the entire book, the clues get a little
shorter (shorter sentences are harder to decipher), and the
words get a little harder to guess. If you make it all the way to
the end, you are a genius.
Beautiful 375 page journal with inspirational quotes to record
those special moments. This guidance journal has no dates
so can be used anytime throughout a lifetime. It has 375
unlined pages each with an inspirational quote or famous
saying which will encourage the author to turn to it often. The
quotes are a mix of ancient and modern. It will make a life
lasting gift for your loved one's or even yourself. Putting your
thoughts and memories down on paper will become a
treasure house not just for the writer but for all who can then
read it in years to come. Maybe it will just be a bucket list of
things to do or it could become a "Go To" of ideas for a
budding musician or playwright. It could be a mix of anything
and the quotes are sure to help and inspire. Writing down our
successes and achievements encourages positivity and
fosters personal growth. Great for keeping a note of your
ideas, could be plans for a trip of the next big mega-structure
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Complete the Famous Quote8000 Words of Wisdom from
Philosophers, Visionaries, and Sages to Inspire and Motivate
You
OVERVIEW: You're looking for quotes that make you think?
Enjoy the most inspirational quotes ever! 1,000 QUOTES:
More than 1000 quotes in more than 100 categories like: Age,
Anger, Art, Balance, Beauty, Belief, Chance, Confidence,
Death, Desire, Doubt, Experience, Failure, Freedom,
Friendship, God, Grief, Health, Hope, Ideas, Joy, Kindness,
Learning, Mercy, Nature, Opinion, Passion, Respect, Silence,
Thoughts, Time...
Collects philosophical wisdom on the human condition from
such figures as Plato, Gandhi, Victor Hugo, Yogi Berra, and
Dr. Seuss.

Through firsthand research and personal
relationships, Suzanne Woods Fisher has collected
more than 400 proverbs that uncover the rich
heritage, folklore, faith, values, history, and essence
of the Plain People. These proverbs serve as
teaching tools and maxims for practical living--but
they're not just for the Amish. They're for anyone
who seeks God's wisdom and truth for everyday
circumstances. Ranging from the simple to the
profound, from the serious to the humorous, these
sayings will stick with you through life's joys and
sorrows. This expanded edition of Amish Proverbs
includes more than 200 additional proverbs, giving
readers more of the wit and wisdom they crave.
Peculiar Proverbs is a hilarious and enlightening
collection of genuine proverbs from around the world
that ignores the sayings we are all familiar with and
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focuses on the more obscure. Some are deft, witty,
and colorful, others are just plain weird, but they are
all fascinating. The proverbs are grouped in topics
ranging from work (or reasons not to), family life,
love, food, age, religion, money, and many more.
Humor and wisdom characterize these bizarre and
quirky sayings, and they reveal much about their
countries of origin, and plenty about human nature.
Peculiar Proverbs includes sayings you won't find in
any other collection, sometimes so surreal they defy
you to decipher them, providing hours of
entertainment. Remember: The man who tickles
himself can laugh when he chooses. *Dogs and rude
people have no hands (Italy) *God preserve us from
pitchforks, for they make three holes (Switzerland) *It
is not necessary for priests to marry as long as
peasants have wives (Germany) *A mother-in-law,
like the yucca tree, is useful underground (Cuba)
*Better the gurgling of a camel than the prayers of a
fish (Egypt) *Give a dog an appetizing name, and eat
him (China) *There are two good people: one of
them is dead, and the other one was not born
(Estonia) *Mediocrity is climbing a molehill without
sweating (Iceland) *You cannot drink water, it is not
vodka (Russia) *A cow pat is wider when trodden on
(Ireland)
Your Daily Fix of Inspirational Quotes For Men, By
Men. We as men often need others to look to for
inspiration or to guide us on our individual journey.
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Discover the best quotes from history that have
refined masculinity and forged us into men. The
collection of all men's thoughts put into words. These
men found their way through hardship, strife,
enlightenment, and victory to bring us these words of
wisdom that every man, old or young, can apply to
themselves daily, to become, as we all desire, a
better man.
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